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 Background: Cloud computing offers pay-as-you-go model, where users only pay for 

their resource consumption. Many large applications utilize cloud computing without 

infrastructure investment. These applications generate a lot of essential intermediate 
results for future purpose. Storing all intermediate results is not a cost efficient 

approach. At the same time adversary may refer multiple intermediate result to steal the 
information. The preliminary results of this research work shows when Cryptographic 

techniques such as encryption/decryption are used for providing privacy for 

intermediate results will increase computation cost but when only sensitive parameters 
in intermediate results are considered for privacy computational cost is greatly reduced. 

The main aim of the system is to provide a cost effective approach for storing and 

providing privacy for the intermediate results. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 In recent years, cloud computing is a fast growing technology which affords scalable resources on demand 

based on the user‟s requirement. Many organizations and IT industries try to utilize the advantage of cloud 

computing (M. Armbrust et al., 2010). It reduces the IT infrastructure cost because the users don‟t want to own 

the hardware or software. The Cloud computing system offers high performance computing and massive storage 

to the users (R. Buyya et al., 2009). The important cost factors in cloud are storage and computation. There are 

two types of data generated during the computation; they are final result and intermediate result (Dong Yuan et 

al., 2013). (I. Adams et al., 2013). proved, if the cloud system not storing any result, then users have to 

regenerate the entire results for future use. The computation cost involved in regeneration is the important issue 

to be considered in this system. The regeneration of results not only incurs computational cost and also includes 

time to regenerate the dataset. Sometimes users will not accept the time delay caused by the regeneration (Dong 

Yuan et al., 2010). Due to this the user may give any cost to store the results instead of regenerating it. Data 

stored in the cloud system is handled by multiple parties hence the data owner does not have enough control 

over the stored data (B.C.M. Fung et al., 2010). Since data published in cloud systems are vulnerable to attacks 

by other internet users, intermediate results produced during computations need privacy. The adversary can 

analyze multiple intermediate results to get valuable information and incur data loss to the user. To preserve 

privacy for this kind of results encryption and decryption is used. Computation is necessary to encrypt/decrypt 

the large intermediate result (S.B. Davidson et al., 2011). The user cannot perform any operation easily on 

encrypted data. So the user has to decrypt the data before any processing. The computation cost of cloud user 

will get increased while encryption is done for each and every result before storing in cloud and similarly for 

decrypting every result before retrieving from cloud (B.C.M. Fung et al., 2010). To overcome these limitations a 

novel approach SPICCE algorithm was planned to store the selected intermediate results to reduce the 

computational cost. 

 

Related Work: 

 The cost effectiveness of privacy preserving for cloud was analyzed. Dong yuan et al. (2013) framed a 

novel highly cost effective and practical storage strategy that can automatically decide whether a generated 

result should be either stored or regenerated at runtime in the cloud. I. Adams et al (2009) modeled a framework 

to represent the trade-off between computation cost and storage cost. The author has also incorporated an idea to 

store the input, the process, and the results instead of storing the entire data. E. Deelman et al. (2008) introduced 
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a model to store only some of the popular intermediate results that can save the cost in comparison to always 

regenerating them from the input data. They designed a system to avoid frequent computation of results by 

storing the dataset into cached memory and infrequent dataset are automatically defined as garbage. Security 

parameters are not effectively handled in their works. At Present, Encryption is used in most of the research to 

provide data privacy. V. Ciriani et al. (2010) introduced the strategy of combining data fragmentation and 

encryption to encrypt only part of the data. The cloud application handles large dataset but data fragmentation 

technique is not efficient for handing large data. S.B. Davidson et al. (2011) discussed about the provenance and 

module privacy for the dataset. The tradeoff between the storage and computation cost are not handled in their 

work. Xuyun Zhang et al. (2013) say an effective strategy that encrypts only part of the results. Encryption is 

based on privacy leakage constraint. However they have not analyzed the data in dynamic environment.  

 Cloud computing is pay as you go model hence the main goal of this research is handling dynamic data 

effectively considering storage and computation cost parameters. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Storage and Privacy Preserving for Intermediate Data Sets: 

 Storage and Privacy preserving for Intermediate data sets in Cost effective approach for Cloud Environment 

(SPICCE) provides solutions for handling intermediate data sets in an efficient manner to reduce the cost for 

cloud user. Intermediate generated data are the data produced in the cloud computing system while the 

applications run. The generated data produced from the execution of application are mentioned as intermediate 

results IR1, IR2, .. IRn. After the generation of intermediate results, relation tree is constructed. The 

intermediate results are sometimes dependent with each other. Relation tree is used to identify the relationship 

among the generated result. The successor and predecessor of the results are easily found using the relation tree. 

If P is the parent node of result R, C and D is the child of R. P is the predecessor of R, C and D are the successor 

of R. The intermediate results are regenerated by the system efficiently using the provenance of the data. Data 

provenance defines the origin of the data which is more helpful to regenerate the result from stored predecessor 

when the regenerated result was dependent on the stored result. In a commercial cloud computing environment, 

the resources are offered by cloud service providers, who have their cost models to charge the users for storage 

and computation. To calculate the total application cost in the cloud, some important attributes for the results are 

defined.  

 

Cost Model: 

 <RC, SC, UF, PC, UPS, UPP, FL> RC denotes the regeneration cost of result from its stored predecessors. 

SC denotes the cost of storing result in the system per time unit. UF denotes the usage frequency of the result. 

PC denotes the privacy cost for the result. UPS denotes the user preference for storing the data in cloud. UPP 

denotes the user preference for selecting sensitive data. FL denotes the flag which indicates whether the results 

are stored or deleted in the system.  

 IR1, IR2, IR3 … IRn denotes the intermediate results generated from the user application UA where n is the 

total number of intermediate results.  

∀ 𝐼𝑅𝑖 ∈ 𝑈𝐴 , where i = 1, 2, 3… n 

 In this work, banking application is considered as a working model. All the intermediate results generated 

from the banking application are represented in table structure.  

 The size of the result is calculated based on the number of rows and columns using (1). The table structure 

is represented in matrix format. It is represented as 

 Size SI =  
0 ⋯ 𝑚
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑛 ⋯ 𝑚

                    (1) 

 The storage cost of the intermediate result was calculated by multiplying the size of the result with the cost 

per unit size using (2). 

𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝐶 =   𝑆𝐼𝑖 ∗  𝐶𝑆𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=0                  (2) 

 SIi denotes the size of the intermediate results and CSi denotes the cost for storing the data per unit size. 

The regeneration cost of the result was calculated using (3) by taking the summation of computational cost of 

retrieving data from stored predecessor up to the required intermediate result. 

𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑅𝐶 =   𝐶𝐶𝑖  
𝐼𝑅
𝑖=𝑆𝑃                  (3) 

 SP denotes the stored predecessor of the intermediate result. CC denotes the computational cost of result. 

The CS and CC are varied with every cloud service provider. In our work, we have taken a random cost for CS 

and CC. TC denotes the Total Cost of computation and storage resources consumption in the cloud per time 

unit, which is also the cost of running the application in the cloud per time unit. 
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Privacy preservation: 

 The intermediate results are stored in the cloud based on the proposed cost model. The results produced are 

vulnerable to the attacks by other users. Cryptographic technique encryption and decryption is used to solve the 

privacy issue. Existing approach encrypt the entire result before storing into the cloud. Encrypting all the results 

is not an efficient approach because encryption and decryption require some computation. The user cannot 

perform any operation easily on the encrypted result. The frequent access of the result increases the 

computational cost.  

 Encryption and decryption requires computational resources too. The cost of encryption and decryption is 

combined together. It is denoted as Privacy Preservation Cost (PPC). Intermediate results IR is divided into IRE 

which denotes the encrypted result and IRU which denotes the unencrypted result.  

IR= IRE  IRU and IRE  IRU = .  

 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 =   𝑆𝐼𝑖 ∗ 𝑈𝐹𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=0                  (4) 

 The privacy cost is calculated based on the size of the result SI, Usage frequency UF and Privacy 

preservation cost PPC. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: SPICCE Architecture. 

 

Spicce architecture: 

 The total application cost in the cloud depends on the storage cost and computational cost. Figure. 1 

represents the architecture of the SPICCE Framework. The user process the application via internet. Lot of 

intermediate results is produced during the computation. The data dependency graph is generated based on the 

relation between the generated results. 

 The storage cost and regeneration cost is calculated based on the user preference, usage frequency and 

result sets are selected based on the cost efficient constraints. The results should be securely stored in the cloud, 

so it was encrypted and then stored in the cloud. Instead of encrypting whole result, partial encrypting of 

information is done based on the user preference and privacy leakage constraint. 

 

2-System Implementation: 

 The open source cloud environment tool Eucalyptus is used for cloud management in real time analysis of 

SPICCE model. Eucalyptus is used for managing, scheduling and to communicate with the user. The Linux 

operating system CentOS is used. Kernel virtual machine (KVM) is installed on the top of the hardware to 

virtualize the hardware resources.  

 The data sets storage strategy is generic. It can be used in any computation and data intensive applications 

with different price models of cloud services. To evaluate the cost-effectiveness of storage strategy in the 

SPICCE system, it was compared with different storage strategies such as “store-all, store-none, usage based” 

strategies. Store-all strategy stores all the intermediate result. There is no need for regeneration here. Store-none 

strategy discard all the results and there is no storage cost for user. Usage based strategy only consider the usage 

frequency parameter for taking decision to either store or discard. 

 This work reduces the cost for cloud user by selecting intermediate results based on SPICCE algorithm. The 

selected result is stored in the cloud for future reference when the data is in need avoiding regeneration of results 

reducing cost in this aspect. 

 

SPICCE Algorithm: 

 In SPICCE model, Cost Transitive Tournament Shortest Path (CTT-SP) algorithm used in existing works 

was extended with enhanced parameters such as Generation cost from direct predecessor, Storage cost of result, 

Usage frequency, Provenance of data, User preference for storage, User preference for sensitive data, Privacy 

Preservation Cost in addition to the existing ones.  

 The SC is the storage cost of the intermediate result. The SC is dependent on file size and cost accounted by 

the service provider for resource usage. The RC is regeneration cost of intermediate result, UP is the user 

preference for storing the result, UF is the access frequency of the result, SF is the sensitive flag which denotes 
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whether the information is sensitive or not. SP denotes the sensitive parameter that needs to be encrypted. TV 

denotes the threshold value for usage frequency. 

 
Algorithm1: Evaluating cost for 

different Storage strategy 
Algorithm 2: Storage and Privacy Preserving for 

Intermediate data sets 
Algorithm 3: Privacy leakage of 

intermediate datasets 

Input : Intermediate dataset d 

Output: Cost C for different data 
storage 

 

1. for (Every dataset di) 
2. // Cost=sum of all storage cost 

3. C= 𝑆𝐶 
4. Store-none (Dataset d) 

5. { 

6. for (Every dataset di) 
7. // Cost = sum of computation 

cost 

8. C= 𝐶𝐶 
9. } 

10. Usage-Based (Dataset d) 

11. { 

12. for(Every dataset di) 
13. if(di is frequently accessed) 

14. C= 𝑆𝐶 
15. else 

16. C= 𝐶𝐶 
17. } 

Input : Intermediate results generated from 

application 
Output: Selected Intermediate results and partial 

Encryption 

 
1. for ( Every dataset di ) 

2. if ( flag is “not stored” ) 

3. if ( UP is set ) or ( UF greater than TV ) 
4. TC = SC + PC; // SC based on size 

5. Flag set to “stored”; 

6. Goto L1; 
7. else if ( SC greater than RC ) 

8. Find stored predecessor for di; 

9. TC = UF * ( RC + PC ); 
10. flag set to “not stored”; 

11. end if 

12. if ( Flag is “Stored” ) 
13. L1: if ( SF set to true ) 

Find SP from user; 

Encrypt (SP); // Based on TV 
14. end if 

15. end if 

16. end for 

Input : Dataset selected to store in cloud 

Output : Entropy of privacy leakage 
 

1. #SD is the selected dataset 

2. #freq is the Usage Frequency 
3. #SP is the sensitive parameter 

4. #QI is the quasi identifier 

5. #ent1 is the entropy of SP and QI 
6. #ent2 is the entropy of privacy 

leakage 

7. Threshold Value is { 0 to ent1} based 
on the intermediate dataset 

8. for (Every SD) 

9. { 
10. ent1= log ( |SP| * |QI| ) 

11. ent2= probability ( SP and QI) * ent1 

12. if ( ent2 greater than Threshold Value 
) 

13. c= size * freq 

14. end if 
15. } 

Where, *SC-Storage Cost *RC-Regeneration Cost *UP-User Preference *UF-Usage Frequency *SF- Sensitive Flag *SP-Sensitive 

Parameter *PC- Privacy Cost *TV-Threshold Value 

 

Privacy Leakage Constraint: 

 The application processed in the cloud may contain sensitive data but all the data in the intermediate results 

are not sensitive data. Identifying sensitive attribute alone is not sufficient to preserve the privacy of the data. 

The user also analyzes the quasi identifier in the results. Quasi identifier is not a unique identifier. The data 

collected from many quasi attribute leads to the leakage of privacy. At some time user don‟t want to encrypt the 

result for reducing the computational cost and delay. The privacy leakage of the intermediate result was 

calculated based on sensitive information and quasi identifier. 

 Let Q be the set of quasi attribute and S be the set of sensitive attribute in the intermediate result IR. Let ʎ 

be the threshold value for privacy leakage.  

∀ q ϵ Q and ∀ s ϵ S 

 The Privacy Leakage of the intermediate result was calculated using the entropy method in (5). 

PLIR = H(S, Q) – H′(S, Q)                 (5) 

H(S, Q) = log ( |Q| . |S| ) and H′(S, Q)  =  −   𝑝 𝑠, 𝑞 . log(𝑝 𝑠, 𝑞 ) 𝑞  ∈𝑄 𝑠 ∈𝑆  

 H(S, Q) is the entropy of the sensitive data and quasi identifier. The value of H(S, Q) is calculated based on 

the total number of quasi identifier and total number of sensitive data. H′(S, Q) is calculated based on the 

probability of sensitive data and quasi identifier. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

 The SPICCE algorithm is implemented and the preliminary results shows that system designed is cost 

effective since it handles intermediate results and when regeneration is done these results are also stored to 

reduce cost and maximize throughput. The storage cost and regeneration cost are calculated dynamically for the 

intermediate results. Each iteration defines the computation of IR at time t1, t2… tn. The Store-all stores all the 

intermediate results generated during the computation. The cost of Store-none gradually increases when the 

results are frequently accessed. The usage based storage strategy only stores the popular results which are 

frequently accessed by the system. SPICCE system stores the results based on cost factor and user preference. 

The privacy leakage for stored results is calculated and encryption is done based on the privacy leakage value. 

Hence reducing the overall storage cost.  

 In the SPICCE, the bank application is taken for the evaluation perspective and its intermediate datasets are 

computed at various time intervals. The following analysis shows the simulation results. For example  

1. select * from bankdetail where age <32; 

 
Table 1: Cost Computation for age wise dataset. 

Acc No Name State City Balance Age The Cost of Store ALL: 13563600 

The Cost of Store NONE: 1286312 10210047 Florian Tamilnadu Madurai 2200 32 
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10656685 Hank07 Tamilnadu Madurai 12456 37 The Cost of Usage Based: 1256720 

The Cost of SPICCE: 1163280 
PrivacyLeakage: 

16.253632858400138 

Privacy Cost for SPICCE:3348 

10850423 Famke4 Tamilnadu Sivakasi 6547 67 

11304554 Kayleight3 Tamilnadu Madurai 13400 55 

11869420 Sydney Tamilnadu Madurai 445 91 

12063599 Sanne1 Tamilnadu Coimbatore 536 95 

15841995 Sophie Tamilnadu Coimbatore 25896 73 

Storage Cost = 94950 Regeneration Cost = 56970 Privacy Cost = 18990 

Usage Frequency = 2 User Preference = No 

 

 In the above Table.1 the cost computed for a sensitive attribute „age‟ is calculated, the displayed 

information stores the cost computed dynamically. The different method during storage of these data is also 

computed parallel; here the result shows the cost is very minimum „3348‟ only for proposed SPICCE method 

during this information retrieval. 

 

2. select * from bankdetail where city='Chennai';  

  
Table 2: Cost computation for city wise dataset 

Acc No Name State City Balance Age The Cost of Store ALL: 3900000 

The Cost of Store NONE: 4200000 
The Cost of Usage Based: 3800000 

The Cost of SPICCE: 3699920 

Privacy Leakage: 
17.26371486841118 

Privacy Cost for SPICCE:1625 

10487813 Phil4 Tamilnadu Chennai 97643 69 

10580522 Tim2 Tamilnadu Chennai 89000 59 

12322525 Camilla729 Tamilnadu Chennai 456 88 

12372669 Ollie42 Tamilnadu Chennai 95702 51 

15757895 Steve480 Tamilnadu Chennai 6547 70 

15830956 Ana22 Tamilnadu Chennai 60403 57 

15841995 Piet670 Tamilnadu Chennai 12456 76 

Storage Cost = 48750 

Usage Frequency = 2 

Regeneration Cost = 29250 Privacy Cost = 9750.0 

User Preference = NO 

 

 In the above Table.2 the cost computed for a sensitive attribute „city‟ is calculated, the displayed 

information stores the cost computed dynamically. The different method during storage of these data is also 

computed parallel; here the result shows the cost is very minimum „1625‟ only for proposed SPICCE method 

during this information retrieval. 

 

3. select * from bankdetail where balance <27174 

 
Table 3: Cost computation for Money wise dataset. 

Acc No Name State City Balance Age The Cost of Store ALL: 

9546000 

The Cost of Store NONE: 
11363272 

The Cost of Usage Based 

:9546000 
The Cost of SPICCE: 

9545720 

Privacy Leakage: 
19.37863295140128 

Privacy Cost for 

SPICCE:6330 

11232414 Klara Tamilnadu Erode 29485 19 

12725278 Margo Tamilnadu Erode 6457 27 

13127813 Nienke573 Tamilnadu Coimbatore 25896 21 

13223791 Ronald5 Tamilnadu Erode 84743 30 

15154752 Lu1 Tamilnadu Erode 37950 27 

16381403 Kay12 Tamilnadu Salem 78004 22 

16616031 Theo733 Tamilnadu Salem 2200 13 

Storage Cost = 50220 Regeneration Cost = 30132 Privacy Cost = 10044.0  

Usage Frequency = 2  User Preference = No  

  

 In the above Table.3 the cost computed for a sensitive attribute „balance‟ is calculated, the displayed 

information stores the cost computed dynamically. The different method during storage of these data is also 

computed parallel; here the result shows the cost is very minimum „6330‟ only for proposed SPICCE method 

during this information retrieval. 

 The summary of the above analysis shows that if the information is retrieved based on an sensitive 

attributes, the system selects the intermediate results alone encrypts the data and stores it thereby reducing the 

overall storage cost. The different datasets for bank application have been taken and cost computation is 

predicted. The parameters such as storage cost, regeneration cost, usage frequency, user preference of generated 

dataset are shown in the Table 1, 2 & 3. The cost for store–all, store-none, usage based, SPICCE is calculated 

based on the value of parameter. The cost of store all, store-none, usage based is calculated based on the storage 

cost and regeneration cost. The storage cost is computed based on the dynamic data generated during run time. 

Here we can see that when the fixed dataset is being used considering the parameters usage frequency and user 

preference hence the storage cost is more whereas it is effectively reduced when intermediate results are handled 

and when the cost is computed based on the parameters privacy cost, user preference for sensitive data alone and 

privacy leakage. The regeneration cost is depicted based on the computation for an application needed to 
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regenerate the intermediate dataset. The SPICCE system stores result based on cost factors and user constraints. 

The comparison report of all the four strategies is shown in the Figure. 2. It implies that the for the 500 dataset 

the cost model is only 300 USD in the SPICCE which is highly cost effective whereas it is 450 and 500 USD for 

the same data set in other models where the cost is too high. So our system outperforms compared to the 

existing one.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Storage Cost Comparison. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Privacy Cost Comparison. 

 

 The cost of usage based strategy does not consider about the user preference and for storing the result. The 

SPICCE system gives first priority for user preference. Sometimes the user will not tolerate the time delay to 

regenerate the data and ready to spend more money even though the size of the dataset is large. The usage 

frequency for the dataset is monitored continuously and if the usage of the dataset crossed the threshold values, 

it will automatically store the dataset in the cloud. The table 4 shows the dataset storage status comparison of all 

the four strategies. The dataset storage status was given as either stored or discarded. Stored defines that the 

dataset is stored in the cloud. Discarded defines the dataset is not stored and it was regenerated whenever it is 

needed.  

 
Table 4: Storage Status Comparisons. 

Datasets Store-All Store-none Usage based SPICCE 

City Wise Data Stored Discarded Discarded Discarded 

Age Wise Data Stored Discarded Discarded Stored 

Money Wise Data Stored Discarded Stored Stored 

 

 In the existing system, the users encrypt all the result before storing the Intermediate Results. The SPICCE 

system reduces both the storage cost by selecting appropriate dataset and privacy preserving cost by encrypting 

only partial result. The cost of encrypting all the results is compared with the optimized encryption is shown in 

Figure. 3. The bank applications have sensitive parameters such as account number and quasi identifier such as 

address, zip code, etc. Instead of encrypting entire bank data set, our work encrypts only sensitive parameters 

such as account number and balance based on privacy leakage constraint. 

 

Conclusion: 

 In data and computation intensive applications on cloud, data management is becoming a significant 

research area. The cloud service provider aims to reduce the cost for cloud user and provide efficient data 

management. The user application generates enormous amount of intermediate results at run time. In existing 

systems, storing all generated results in the cloud increases the storage cost. Discarding all the generated results 

and regenerating them every time whenever it is needed results in a higher computational cost. When handling 

intermediate results privacy is incorporated by using encryption/decryption technique which also leads to higher 
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computational cost. To resolve this issues SPICCE model is proposed in this work. This encrypts the part of 

intermediate data sets rather than all for reducing privacy-preserving cost. Experimental analysis shows that 

SPICCE is a highly cost effective approach when compared to the existing system.  

 In future, SPICCE aims in extending the concept of storage and privacy preserving for intermediate dataset 

efficiently from single cloud service provider to multiple, when there is a necessity of accessing data from 

multiple cloud service providers. 
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